Pumilio is essential for function but not for distribution of the Drosophila abdominal determinant Nanos.
The Drosophila gene pumilio is expressed maternally, and its function is essential during early embryogenesis for the formation of abdominal segments. Our molecular analysis reveals that pumilio is a large gene that encodes a protein of 160 kD whose RNA is enriched at the posterior pole of the egg. As with pumilio, the maternal effect gene nanos is specifically required for abdomen formation. The Nanos protein is expressed in a posterior-to-anterior concentration gradient in the developing embryo. Previous experiments demonstrated a genetic interaction between pumilio and nanos, and led to the suggestion that pumilio is required for the proper spatial distribution of the Nanos protein. Here, we show that the expression and distribution of nanos RNA and protein in embryos derived from pumilio mutant females are indistinguishable from wild type. We conclude that abdomen formation depends both on Nanos activity, spreading from the localized posterior source, and on Pumilio activity, present throughout the embryo.